
STORYTELLING CANVAS
A helper tool for creating a video script 

Title of the project:Name of team / organization:

*WHAT TO DO WITH THIS TOOL? 
Fill the boxes in the canvas with the 
requested information to organize the 
information for your video script.

1. INTRODUCTION 
(Greeting and approach; 
Locate the audience):

Characters (Who speaks?):

Space (Where it happens?):

Introduce the topic (what the 
characters are going to talk about):

2. CONTENT CORE 
(Development and conflict):
*Always answers the question of 'what?'

Topic (What the topic is about - general definition?):

Experience (How the topic relates to the characters? -
narrate your experience):

3. OUTCOME
(Closing and invitation):

Discovery (What have the characters discovered? - 
What do you want to convey?):

*Link to what you discussed
in the core of the content. 

Inspiration - closing message  (How do 
you want your audience to remember 
your video - Try to be inspiring:

Time (when it happens?):

4. Call to action and Credits:
CTA (What should your audience do after watching
the video? Invite to action with a message:):

Credits (Name all the people who have participated 
in the production of the video:):
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STORYBOARD CANVAS
Transform your canvas into frame ideas 

Title of the project:Name of team / organization:

1. INTRODUCTION
(What does what you wrote in 
this box before look like? Draw it!)

2. CONTENT CORE
(What does what you wrote in 
this box before look like? Draw it!) 

3. OUTCOME
(What does what you wrote in 
this box before look like? Draw it!)

More notes on frames: More notes on frames: More notes on frames:
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